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ABSTRACT

TUDOR-LOCKE, C., J. M. SCHUNA JR, H. HAN, E. J. AGUIAR, M. A. GREEN, M. A. BUSA, S. LARRIVEE, and W. D.

JOHNSON. Step-Based Physical Activity Metrics and Cardiometabolic Risk: NHANES 2005–2006.Med. Sci. Sports Exerc., Vol. 49, No. 2,

pp. 283–291, 2017. Purpose: This study aimed to catalog the relationships between step-based accelerometer metrics indicative of physical

activity volume (steps per day, adjusted to a pedometer scale), intensity (mean steps per minute from the highest, not necessarily consecu-

tive, minutes in a day; peak 30-min cadence), and sedentary behavior (percent time at zero cadence relative to wear time; %TZC) and

cardiometabolic risk factors. Methods: We analyzed data from 3388 participants, 20+ yr old, in the 2005–2006 National Health and

Nutrition Examination Survey with Q1 valid day of accelerometer data and at least some data on weight, body mass index, waist circum-

ference, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, glucose, insulin, HDL cholesterol, triglycerides, and/or glycohemoglobin. Linear trends were

evaluated for cardiometabolic variables, adjusted for age and race, across quintiles of steps per day, peak 30-min cadence, and %TZC.

Results: Median steps per day ranged from 2247 to 12,334 steps per day for men and from 1755 to 9824 steps per day for women, and

median peak 30-min cadence ranged from 48.1 to 96.0 steps per minute for men and from 40.8 to 96.2 steps per minute for women

for the first and fifth quintiles, respectively. Linear trends were statistically significant (all P G 0.001), with increasing quintiles of

steps per day and peak 30-min cadence inversely associated with waist circumference, weight, body mass index, and insulin for both

men and women. Median %TZC ranged from 17.6% to 51.0% for men and from 19.9% to 47.6% for women for the first and fifth

quintiles, respectively. Linear trends were statistically significant (all P G 0.05), with increasing quintiles of %TZC associated

with increased waist circumference, weight and insulin for men, and insulin for women. Conclusions: This analysis identified strong

linear relationships between step-based movement/nonmovement dimensions and cardiometabolic risk factors. These data offer a set

of quantified access points for studying the potential dose–response effects of each of these dimensions separately or collectively in

longitudinal observational or intervention study designs. Key Words: PHYSICAL ACTIVITY, STEPS, INTENSITY, SEDENTARY

TIME, CARDIOVASCULAR, METABOLICOPEN-ACCESSTRUE

S
teps per day, detected by pedometers (13), accelerom-
eters (21,34), or more contemporary wearable tech-
nologies (39), is a widely accepted simple metric for

objectively quantifying total daily volume of ambulatory ac-
tivity. Objectively measured steps per day has been related to

indicators of body composition (6,27), blood pressure (6),
glucose control (28), higher HDL-cholesterol (27), and lower
levels of triglycerides (27). Increasing steps per day decreases
body mass index (BMI) (4,23) and improves blood pressure
(4) and insulin resistance (42). Pedometer-based interventions
demonstrated that increasing steps per day (by approximately
2000 [14] to 2500 steps per day [4,23]) elicits modest weight
loss (4,23) and improvements in blood pressure (4). Although
steps per day has been associated with time spent in objectively
determined moderate intensity physical activity (r = 0.79)
(35), a simple daily tally of steps taken has been criticized
as failing to clearly capture or communicate ‘‘quality’’ of
ambulatory activity (7).

Reconsidering cadence (steps per minute) as an indicator
of intensity of ambulatory activity has evolved as a result of
several controlled studies (based on treadmill, track, or corri-
dor walking) (1,3,18,24,38) that, taken together, demonstrate
the correlation between cadence and absolutely defined in-
tensity (measured as METs) is r = 0.94 (33). Notably, amid
continued disagreements about accelerometer activity counts per
minute cut points reflective of moderate intensity thresholds
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(19), there has been remarkable consistency in agreement
that 9100 steps per minute can be used as a reasonable
heuristic value for the same purpose (while still acknowl-
edging individual variation) (1,3,18,24,38). Free-living
studies of cadence have also emerged (2,32). On the basis
of accelerometry data collected as part of the 2005–2006 Na-
tional Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES),
we have previously reported that American adults accumulate
,8.7 h at 1–59 steps per minute (including a range of inci-
dental movements to more purposeful steps), ,16 minIdj1 at
60–79 steps per minute (slow walking), ,8 min at 80–99
steps per minute (medium walking), ,5 min at 100–119 steps
per minute (brisk walking), and ,2 min at 120+ steps per
minute (considered indicative of all faster locomotor move-
ments, for example, running, dancing, skipping, etc.) (32).

Using these same NHANES data, we have also published
the descriptive epidemiology of peak 30-min cadence, a
derived variable that captures the average steps per minute
recorded for the highest 30 min (not necessarily consecu-
tive) in a day (31). As such, peak 30-min cadence reflects
the highest ‘‘natural best effort’’ in a day. Inspiration for this
variable grew out of research conducted using the StepWatch
Activity Monitor that offers a similar output as one of its
summary variables (21). U.S. men and women had an average
peak 30-min cadence of 73.7 and 69.6 steps per minute, re-
spectively, and the variable was inversely associated with age
and BMI-defined overweight and obesity categories (31).

Steps per day is a metric used to convey daily volume of
ambulatory movement events and steps per minute is used to
communicate accumulation patterns of these ambulatory move-
ment events indicative of intensity. By contrast, there is grow-
ing interest in tracking sedentary time as it has been positively
associated with undesirable values for several cardiometabolic
biomarkers (i.e., BMI, HDL and LDL cholesterols, triglycer-
ide, fasting plasma glucose, high-sensitivity C-reactive pro-
tein, insulin resistance, etc.), independent of physical activity
(25,29). Time spent at zero cadence has been used as an in-
dicator of nonmovement and therefore sedentary time (41).
Using the NHANES data, we have previously reported that
the average U.S. resident accumulates ,4.8 hIdj1 of zero ca-
dence while the accelerometer is worn (32). Because wear
time varies with protocol design and participant tolerance, ex-
pressing the amount time spent in sedentary time as a percent
of time worn at zero cadence (%TZC) is a reasonable metric to
facilitate comparisons between studies and individuals.

We have previously advocated that volume, intensity, and
an indicator of sedentary behavior could all be inferred from
step-based metrics simultaneously quantifying daily human
behavior in terms of movement/nonmovement dimensions
(37). Building on and extending this early concept, this anal-
ysis of the 2005–2006 NHANES accelerometer data cata-
logs the relationships between these three dimensions and
cardiometabolic risk factors. Such an extensive catalog is a
necessary first step to illuminating multiple health-related
thresholds for each of these objectively monitored movement/
nonmovement dimensions.

METHODS

NHANES physical activity monitor. The NHANES
continuously assesses the health and nutritional status of
civilian U.S. children and adults using a combination of in-
terviews and physical examinations. Databases and details
of questionnaires, protocols, and accompanying documen-
tation are located at http://www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes.htm.
ActiGraph accelerometer (model 7164 manufactured by
ActiGraph, of Ft. Walton Beach, FL) data were collected as
part of the NHANES physical activity monitor (PAM) com-
ponent in 2005–2006; however, the step output was only re-
leased for the latter cycle. The PAM database includes
minute-by-minute data collected from ambulatory partici-
pants 6+ yr old who were instructed to wear the waist-worn
accelerometer for up to seven consecutive days, removing
it only at bedtime and for water-based activities such as
showering and bathing. The National Center for Health Sta-
tistics ethics review board approved the NHANES survey
protocols, and written informed consent was obtained from all
participants.

Subjects and data treatment. The National Cancer
Institutemade a SASmacro publically available (http://riskfactor.
cancer.gov/tools/nhanes_pam/) to facilitate standard PAM data
analysis, and this was used to identify valid monitored days,
defined as Q10 h of wearing time. The present analysis is
limited to 3388 20+ yr olds with at least one valid day (30,34)
of NHANES-designated reliable accelerometer data with an
average of at least 500 steps per day; complete sex (1725 men
and 1663 women), age, race, weight, and BMI data; and at
least some data on any of the following cardiometabolic risk
factors: waist circumference (1685 men and 1630 women),
systolic and diastolic blood pressure (1662 men and 1588
women), glucose (806 men and 741 women), insulin (799 men
and 721 women), HDL cholesterol (1667 men and 1583
women), triglycerides (801 men and 728 women), C-reactive
protein (1668 men and 1591 women), and glycohemoglobin
(1662 men and 1599 women). HOMA-IR was calculated as
fasting insulin {[(KUImLj1) � [fasting glucose (mmolILj1)]]/
22.5} for 799 men and 720 women. Because BMI was a focus
of this analysis, we also excluded 382 self-reported pregnant
women and a single individual with a BMI 9 100 kgImj2.

Initial demographic information, including sex, age, and
race, was self-reported. Other categorical variables such as
self-reported diabetic and hypertensive status as well as cur-
rent medication use were collected. Anthropometric mea-
surements, including height, weight, and waist circumference
and blood pressure, were directly measured using standard-
ized protocols. Fasting glucose, insulin, HDL cholesterol, tri-
glycerides, and glycohemoglobin levels were collected by
using traditional venipuncture techniques and processed at
various laboratories according to standardized protocols. Ques-
tionnaire and protocol details are available at http://wwwn.
cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes/search/nhanes05_06.aspx. Collected data
were then used to identify increased cardiometabolic risk
defined as follows: waist circumference, Q102 cm (men) and
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Q88 cm (women); blood pressure, Q130/Q85 mm Hg, or on
blood pressure medication; fasting glucose, Q100 mgIdLj1

(5.55 mmolILj1), or on diabetes medication; HDL choles-
terol, G40 mgIdLj1 (1.03 mmolILj1, men) and G50 mgIdLj1

(1.3 mmolILj1, women), or on medication; and triglycerides,
Q150 mgIdLj1 (1.7 mmolILj1), or on blood lipid–lowering
medication (8).

We applied a previously used approach (34) to adjust the
NHANES ActiGraph 7164 accelerometer-determined steps
per day to a metric more consistent with expected outputs
from research-grade pedometers. Specifically, we censored
steps by excluding activity occurring at G500 activity counts
per minute. Justification, including sensitivity analyses, for
this censoring cut point has previously been reported (35,36).
Minute-by-minute step data were summed by day and aver-
aged across valid days to obtain steps per day. Minute-by-
minute steps per day were also rank ordered (descending) for
each day to identify and compute the average steps per min-
ute for the highest 30 min of the day. The resulting value was
averaged across valid days to produce peak 30-min cadence
as previously described (31). A sedentary time (nonmovement)
variable was constructed as a percent of time worn at zero
cadence (%TZC), also averaged across valid days (([total wear
and nonwear time at zero cadence j nonwear time]/wear
time) � 100).

Statistical analysis. Data distributions for steps per day,
peak 30-min cadence, and %TZC were cut into quintiles, and
each quintile was identified by its median value. Geometric
mean values (95% confidence interval [CI]) were computed
for the cardiometabolic variables from least square mean
values. All geometric mean values were covariate adjusted for
age in years and race (except systolic and diastolic blood
pressures) and organized by each of the identified movement/
nonmovement quintiles.

Descriptive statistics are presented as frequencies (sex and
race) andmedian andmean (and 95%CI) values as appropriate.
The geometric mean was used for all continuous variables
except age and systolic and diastolic blood pressures. Sex

comparisons were performed on the natural log of all the re-
sponse variables except age and systolic and diastolic blood
pressures. Linear trends were evaluated for cardiometabolic
variables organized across each of the identified movement/
nonmovement indicator quintiles, adjusted for age and race.
Spearman rank order correlations were computed to evaluate
the effect size of the relationships between cardiometabolic
variables and steps per day, peak 30-min cadence, and %TZC.
A semilog scatterplot was generated to display the relation-
ships between ln insulin (displayed values are back transformed
to microunits per liter) and steps per day, peak 30-min cadence,
and %TZC. Quintile bands for each movement/nonmovement
variable and their respective geometric mean values (95% CI)
were also included on the plots to inform interpretation and
observe trends. Multivariable regression was used to evaluate
the independent associations of steps per day, peak 30-min
cadence, and %TZCwith a subset of evaluated cardiometabolic
variables (BMI, systolic blood pressure, glucose, insulin, HDL
cholesterol, triglycerides, and glycohemoglobin).

RESULTS

Estimated median, mean, and 95% CI for selected variables
for the analytic sample are presented in Table 1. Racial com-
position was 49.6%Caucasian, 23.2%African American, 20.2%
Mexican American, and 7.0% Other. Applying recommended
thresholds (8), 43.6% of men (and 64.9% of women) had high
waist circumferences, 48.3% (and 43.4%) had high blood
pressure or were on blood pressure medication, 58.6% (and
47.2%) had fasting blood glucose consistent with metabolic
syndrome and prediabetes or were on diabetes medication,
36.3% (and 35.6%) had high cholesterol or were on choles-
terol medication, and 37.3% (and 24.6%) had high tri-
glycerides or were on blood lipid–lowering medication. Mean
accelerometer wear time was 843 minIdj1, and the mean
number of valid days considered was 5.3.

Median censored steps per day by ascending quintile
were 2247, 4745, 6762, 9001, and 12,334 for men and 1755,

TABLE 1. Estimated median, mean, and 95% CI for selected variables for male and female 20+ yr old from NHANES 2005–2006.

Men Women

Item n Median Meana (95% CI) n Median Meana (95% CI) P b

Age, yr 1725 44.8 46.1 (44.3–47.9) 1663 45.8 47.6 (46.2–49.0) 0.0275
Waist circumference, cm 1685 100.0 100.1 (98.6–101.6) 1630 92.2 93.1 (91.7–94.5) G0.0001
Weight, kg 1725 85.7 86.8 (85.2–88.5) 1663 71.7 73.2 (71.7–74.8) G0.0001
BMI, kgImj2 1725 27.7 28.0 (27.5–28.5) 1663 27.1 27.9 (27.3–28.4) 0.6008
SBP, mm Hg 1670 121.2 123.8 (122.8–124.7) 1598 117.3 121.4 (119.8–122.9) 0.0037
DBP, mm Hg 1662 71.3 71.9 (71.0–72.8) 1588 70.2 70.1 (69.2–70.9) 0.0017
Glucose, mgIdLj1 806 98.9 102.2 (100.1–104.4) 741 95.4 100.2 (98.2–102.2) 0.0592
Insulin, KUImLj1 799 8.6 9.0 (8.6–9.4) 721 8.0 8.1 (7.3–8.9) 0.0472
HOMA 799 2.2 2.3 (2.1–2.4) 720 1.9 2.0 (1.8–2.2) 0.0254
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 1667 45.6 47.1 (46.4–47.8) 1583 56.9 57.5 (56.2–58.7) G0.0001
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 801 125.1 131.2 (125.0–137.7) 728 103.2 107.5 (102.5–112.8) G0.0001
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 1668 0.15 0.16 (0.15–0.17) 1591 0.22 0.21 (0.19–0.23) G0.0001
Glycohemoglobin, % 1662 5.27 5.41 (5.36–5.47) 1599 5.26 5.40 (5.35–5.45) 0.4764
Uncensored steps per day 1725 10,299 10,737 (10,443–11,031) 1663 8929 9113 (8832–9394) G0.0001
Censored steps per day 1725 7133 7564 (7282–7847) 1663 5685 5941 (5671–6212) G0.0001
Peak 30-min cadence, steps per minute 1725 74.2 74.6 (72.7–76.5) 1663 70.5 71.1 (69.2–72.9) 0.0015
Wearing time, min per day 1725 851.4 858.1 (850.7–865.4) 1663 830.0 833.9 (825.7–842.1) G0.0001

aMean: geometric mean for all the variables except age, SBP, DBP, uncensored, censored steps, and wearing time.
bP value: sex comparison conducted on the natural log of all the response variables except age, SBP, DBP, uncensored, censored steps, and wearing time.
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3682, 5284, 6766, and 9824 for women. Table 2 presents the
mean and 95% CI values for cardiometabolic risk factors
across censored steps per day quintiles. Linear trends were
statistically significant across all factors besides systolic
blood pressure for men.

Median peak 30-min cadences by ascending quintile were
48.1, 62.6, 72.4, 82.3, and 96.0 steps per minute for men and
40.8, 57.0, 67.8, 78.3, and 96.2 steps per minute for women.
Table 3 presents the mean and 95% CI values for cardiometabolic
risk factors across peak 30-min cadence quintiles. Linear
trends were statistically significant across most factors with a
few exceptions for men (systolic blood and diastolic blood
pressure and glucose) and women (diastolic blood pressure).

Median %TZC by ascending quintiles were 17.6, 26.8,
34.1, 40.6, and 51.0 for men and 19.9, 27.1, 32.9, 39.0, and
47.6 for women. Table 4 presents the mean and 95% CI
values for cardiometabolic risk factors across %TZC quin-
tiles. There were statistically significant linear trends for in-
sulin, HOMA-IR, HDL cholesterol, and triglyceride for both
sexes. There was also a significant linear trend for weight and
waist circumference for men.

Table 5 presents the relationships (Spearman_s Q) between
steps per day, peak 30-min cadence, %TZC, and the various
cardiometabolic variables. Small to moderate correlations
were observed for the majority of variables. Spearman cor-
relations between steps per day and peak 30-min cadence,
steps per day and %TZC, and peak 30-min cadence and
%TZC were rs = 0.81, j0.61, and j0.35, respectively. In

addition, as a single purposive example, a semi-ln scatterplot
(Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 1, scatterplot displaying
linear trends for insulin, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A764)
was generated to display the relationships between ln insulin
(displayed values are back transformed to microunits per liter)
and steps per day, peak 30-min cadence, and %TZC because
of its strong and consistent linear relationships (Tables 2–4)
and correlations (Table 5) across all three movement/
nonmovement dimensions.

Results of multivariable regression analyses predicting
cardiometabolic outcomes from continuous measures of steps
per day, peak 30-min cadence, and %TZC are presented in
Table 6. Significant associations were observed for steps per
day with all evaluated cardiometabolic outcomes in men and
fasting blood glucose only in women. Conversely, peak 30-min
cadence was associated with all evaluated cardiometabolic
outcomes in women and only BMI and glycohemoglobin
in men. %TZC was not associated with any evaluated
cardiometabolic outcomes in men but was associated with
BMI, triglycerides, and glycohemoglobin in women. All var-
iance inflation factors for the evaluated models were G4, in-
dicating no serious multicollinearity problems (9).

DISCUSSION

Although steps per day (6,27) and, more recently, peak
30-min cadence (31) have been previously linked with some
cardiometabolic risk factors, we present the most extensive

TABLE 2. Mean (95% CI) for selected variables with steps per day quintiles for male and female 20+ yr old from NHANES 2005–2006.

Censored Steps per Day Quintilesa

First Quintile Second Quintile Third Quintile Fourth Quintile Fifth Quintile Linear

Men Meanb (95% CI)
nc 164–345 149–345 160–345 169–345 156–345
Waist circumference, cm 104.2 (101.9–106.6) 101.3 (99.3–103.5) 98.9 (95.9–102.0) 99.3 (97.4–101.2) 95.4 (93.2–97.8) G0.0001
Weight, kg 89.0 (85.5–92.5) 86.6 (84.1–89.1) 84.0 (80.3–87.9) 84.0 (81.7–86.3) 79.6 (76.6–82.8) G0.0001
BMI, kgImj2 29.4 (28.4–30.5) 28.7 (27.9–29.6) 27.9 (26.8–29.0) 27.9 (27.1–28.7) 26.8 (26.2–27.5) G0.0001
SBP, mm Hg 125.0 (123.0–126.9) 126.1 (124.1–128.1) 126.5 (124.2–128.8) 126.3 (124.4–128.3) 122.9 (121.7–124.0) 0.0996
DBP, mm Hg 68.4 (66.0–70.9) 71.9 (69.5–74.2) 73.6 (71.8–75.4) 73.4 (71.6–75.3) 70.7 (68.9–72.5) 0.0481
Glucose, mgIdLj1 108.8 (103.8–114.1) 105.5 (101.4–109.7) 104.6 (101.1–108.2) 105.1 (101.9–108.4) 101.9 (97.5–106.5) 0.0464
Insulin, KUImLj1 13.5 (11.0–16.6) 11.2 (9.6–13.1) 9.3 (7.9–11.0) 9.3 (7.9–10.9) 7.2 (6.4–8.1) G0.0001
HOMA-IRd 3.6 (3.0–4.5) 2.9 (2.5–3.5) 2.4 (2.0–2.8) 2.4 (2.0–2.8) 1.8 (1.6–2.0) G0.0001
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 43.7 (42.1–45.3) 45.1 (43.4–46.9) 47.5 (45.6–49.5) 48.6 (47.1–50.3) 50.1 (48.3–52.0) G0.0001
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 147.7 (123.6–176.6) 144.0 (128.2–161.7) 134.9 (120.8–150.6) 134.0 (118.0–152.2) 112.3 (99.8–126.2) 0.0011
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 0.28 (0.25–0.32) 0.21 (0.17–0.26) 0.16 (0.13–0.20) 0.15 (0.13–0.17) 0.14 (0.12–0.16) G0.0001
Glycohemoglobin, % 5.79 (5.64–5.93) 5.63 (5.54–5.72) 5.59 (5.48–5.71) 5.56 (5.48–5.63) 5.52 (5.43–5.61) 0.0014

Women
nc 148–333 147–333 139–332 143–333 143–332
Waist circumference, cm 99.3 (97.0–101.6) 96.9 (94.7–99.1) 94.7 (91.7–97.8) 91.8 (89.7–93.9) 88.9 (87.5–90.2) G0.0001
Weight, kg 75.9 (73.7–78.1) 75.7 (73.5–78.0) 73.0 (69.5–76.8) 71.5 (69.5–73.5) 67.8 (66.0–69.6) G0.0001
BMI, kgImj2 30.0 (29.3–30.7) 29.7 (28.8–30.5) 28.7 (27.4–30.0) 27.7 (26.9–28.6) 26.4 (25.8–27.0) G0.0001
SBP, mm Hg 125.2 (121.9–128.5) 124.7 (122.8–126.6) 122.7 (119.5–125.9) 122.4 (119.3–125.4) 123.1 (121.3–124.9) 0.0366
DBP, mm Hg 67.2 (65.3–69.1) 70.7 (69.0–72.4) 70.3 (68.2–72.4) 70.2 (68.8–71.6) 70.6 (68.7–72.4) 0.0164
Glucose, mgIdLj1 107.9 (102.0–114.0) 105.4 (100.0–111.1) 103.1 (98.0–108.4) 100.2 (97.6–102.8) 102.2 (97.8–106.8) 0.0230
Insulin, KUImLj1 13.9 (11.7–16.6) 10.0 (9.0–11.2) 8.6 (7.3–10.3) 7.9 (7.0–8.9) 6.0 (5.3–6.9) G0.0001
HOMA-IRd 3.7 (3.1–4.5) 2.6 (2.3–2.9) 2.2 (1.8–2.7) 2.0 (1.7–2.2) 1.5 (1.3–1.8) G0.0001
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 53.4 (51.1–55.9) 54.5 (51.9–57.2) 57.7 (56.1–59.2) 58.4 (56.1–60.7) 60.7 (58.4–63.0) 0.0005
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 131.1 (114.4–150.4) 110.5 (100.8–121.1) 109.0 (99.6–119.4) 98.5 (90.9–106.7) 92.6 (81.4–105.3) 0.0006
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 0.34 (0.28–0.40) 0.25 (0.22–0.28) 0.22 (0.17–0.28) 0.21 (0.16–0.26) 0.16 (0.13–0.20) 0.0002
Glycohemoglobin, % 5.66 (5.56–5.77) 5.59 (5.50–5.69) 5.55 (5.45–5.64) 5.55 (5.50–5.61) 5.49 (5.41–5.57) 0.0216

aMedian steps per day for male was 2247, 4745, 6762, 9001, and 12,334 for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth quintiles, respectively. Median steps per day for females was 1755,
3682, 5284, 6766, and 9824 for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth quintiles, respectively.
bMean: geometric mean values for all the variables except SBP and DBP were covariate adjusted for age (yr) and race.
cn: sample size range.
dHOMA-IR: calculated as fasting insulin {[(KUImLj1) � [fasting glucose (mmolILj1)] / 22.5}.
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compilation considering a wide array of cardiometabolic risk
factors and also include relationships with %TZC, an indi-
cator of sedentary time shaped by behaviors where no stepping
occurs. Strong and consistent significant linear relationships
and correlations were observed for both men and women be-
tween each movement/nonmovement dimension and several
of the cardiometabolic risk factors, including waist circum-
ference, weight, insulin, HOMA-IR, and C-reactive protein.

As previously mentioned, steps per day has been criticized
for not capturing the quality or pattern of physical activity (7),
with intensity-based physical activity and sedentary behavior
measures seemingly preferred. However, in the current anal-
yses, significant linear relationships were observed between
steps per day quintile and cardiometabolic outcomes, highlight-
ing the relevance and usefulness of steps per day (Table 2;
Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 1, scatterplot displaying
linear trends for insulin, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A764).
Indeed, linear trends for steps per day were statistically signif-
icant for all cardiometabolic risk factors except systolic blood
pressure for men. Further, for several of the outcomes (e.g.,
weight, waist circumference, insulin, and HOMA-IR), similar
or even stronger linear relationships and Spearman correla-
tions were observed for steps per day when compared with
relationships with peak 30-min cadence and %TZC. Thus,
these analyses provide justification for the use of steps per day
recommendations in national physical activity guidelines.

Consistent with our step-based approach, we included peak
30-min cadence in these analyses as a proxy measure

describing physical activity intensity. This metric resonates
with physical activity guidelines that recommend adults par-
ticipate in a minimum of 30 minIdj1 of at least moderate
intensity activity (accumulated in minimum bouts of 10 min)
on most or preferably all days per week (7,22). In parallel to
this, a series of controlled laboratory studies have consistently
demonstrated that ~100 steps per minute seems to be a rea-
sonable heuristic indicator of at least moderate intensity (i.e.,
3 METs) physical activity (1,3,18,24,38). Taken together
then, previous guidelines have recommended that adults
engage in 30 minIdj1 of physical activity at ~100 steps per
minute to meet physical activity guidelines (7). Interestingly,
in the current analysis, the natural distribution of peak 30-min
cadences across quintiles indicated that only the highest
quintile of participants (fifth quintile: median peak 30-min
cadence, ~96 steps per minute for men and women)
achieved a peak 30-min cadence similar to what has been
considered a direct translation of enacted moderate intensity
physical activity. Despite this finding, statistical testing across
quintiles revealed highly statistically significant linear re-
lationships but, perhaps more importantly, clinicallymeaningful
associations in expected directions, for the majority of the
cardiometabolic risk factors. Furthermore, it is interesting to
note that the third (~70 steps per minute) and fourth quintiles
(~80 steps per minute), despite achieving median peak 30-min
cadences well below what would be considered moderate in-
tensity, displayed clinically favorable values for many of the
cardiometabolic outcomes. The same was also true for

TABLE 3. Mean (95% CI) for selected variables with peak 30-min cadence (steps per minute) quintiles for male and female 20+ yr old from NHANES 2005–2006.

Peak 30-min Quintilesa

LinearFirst Quintile Second Quintile Third Quintile Fourth Quintile Fifth Quintile

Men Meanb (95% CI)
nc 164–345 149–345 160–345 169–345 156–345
Waist circumference, cm 104.2 (101.6–106.9) 101.5 (99.0–104.1) 99.8 (96.9–102.7) 97.6 (95.0–100.3) 96.2 (94.0–98.5) G0.0001
Weight, kg 88.6 (85.1–92.3) 87.1 (84.1–90.2) 84.7 (81.1–88.6) 81.9 (78.7–85.2) 81.0 (78.3–83.8) G0.0001
BMI, kgImj2 29.5 (28.3–30.6) 28.9 (27.9–29.9) 28.1 (27.0–29.2) 27.3 (26.4–28.2) 27.2 (26.5–27.9) G0.0001
SBP, mm Hg 124.5 (122.4–126.6) 126.7 (124.6–128.9) 126.1 (124.7–127.4) 124.7 (122.9–126.6) 124.7 (122.7–126.8) 0.5549
DBP, mm Hg 67.8 (65.6–70.1) 72.8 (70.5–75.0) 74.0 (71.5–76.4) 72.3 (70.3–74.3) 71.3 (69.6–73.0) 0.0622
Glucose, mgIdLj1 109.0 (104.4–113.8) 104.5 (101.1–108.1) 103.9 (100.9–107.0) 104.5 (100.8–108.4) 104.4 (100.4–108.6) 0.2098
Insulin, KUImLj1 13.0 (10.3–16.4) 10.0 (8.8–11.4) 10.1 (7.8–12.6) 8.6 (7.4–10.0) 8.7 (7.8–9.8) 0.0005
HOMA-IRd 3.5 (2.7–4.4) 2.6 (2.2–3.0) 2.6 (2.0–3.3) 2.2 (1.9–2.6) 2.2 (1.9–2.5) 0.0003
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 44.9 (43.1–46.7) 45.2 (43.1–47.5) 47.1 (45.3–48.8) 48.6 (45.8–51.5) 49.4 (47.4–51.4) 0.0001
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 145.0 (120.3–174.7) 141.0 (124.3–160.0) 132.9 (118.6–149.1) 123.7 (109.6–139.6) 131.2 (114.7–150.2) 0.0321
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 0.27 (0.22–0.33) 0.24 (0.20–0.27) 0.17 (0.15–0.20) 0.15 (0.13–0.19) 0.12 (0.10–0.14) G0.0001
Glycohemoglobin, % 5.77 (5.59–5.96) 5.62 (5.53–5.70) 5.59 (5.48–5.71) 5.59 (5.46–5.72) 5.51 (5.44–5.59) 0.0184

Women
nc 148–333 147–333 139–332 143–333 143–332
Waist circumference, cm 101.8 (99.4–104.1) 96.9 (94.1–99.8) 94.7 (92.6–96.8) 90.6 (89.0–92.2) 87.5 (85.1–90.0) G0.0001
Weight, kg 79.1 (75.9–82.5) 75.3 (72.0–78.8) 73.7 (71.1–76.5) 69.6 (68.1–71.2) 66.2 (63.6–68.8) G0.0001
BMI, kgImj2 31.2 (30.0–32.4) 29.5 (28.3–30.8) 28.9 (28.1–29.8) 27.0 (26.3–27.6) 25.9 (24.8–27.0) G0.0001
SBP, mm Hg 126.5 (122.8–130.3) 125.0 (123.4–126.7) 123.1 (120.3–126.0) 122.5 (120.4–124.5) 120.8 (118.9–122.6) 0.0005
DBP, mm Hg 69.1 (67.1–71.0) 70.1 (68.8–71.4) 70.2 (68.6–71.9) 70.7 (69.1–72.3) 68.9 (67.1–70.7) 0.9023
Glucose, mgIdLj1 106.9 (101.8–112.2) 105.9 (101.6–110.5) 104.6 (99.8–109.7) 99.4 (96.9–101.9) 100.8 (96.3–105.5) 0.0224
Insulin, KUImLj1 14.3 (11.8–17.5) 9.7 (8.6–10.9) 9.1 (7.6–10.8) 6.5 (5.6–7.6) 6.7 (5.8–7.6) G0.0001
HOMA-IRd 3.8 (3.1–4.7) 2.5 (2.2–2.9) 2.4 (2.0–2.8) 1.6 (1.4–1.9) 1.7 (1.4–1.9) G0.0001
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 52.8 (50.8–54.9) 56.0 (53.9–58.2) 56.2 (54.2–58.2) 58.5 (56.7–60.3) 61.8 (59.3–64.4) G0.0001
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 128.4 (110.1–149.7) 111.3 (100.9–122.8) 118.1 (106.1–131.5) 90.3 (82.8–98.5) 91.3 (81.0–103.0) 0.0013
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 0.32 (0.26–0.39) 0.26 (0.22–0.30) 0.26 (0.20–0.34) 0.17 (0.14–0.21) 0.15 (0.12–0.18) G0.0001
Glycohemoglobin, % 5.66 (5.58–5.74) 5.60 (5.51–5.68) 5.61 (5.53–5.70) 5.50 (5.44–5.56) 5.47 (5.39–5.55) 0.0016

aMedian peak 30-min cadence for males was 48.1, 62.6, 72.4, 82.3, and 96.0 for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth quintiles, respectively. Median peak 30-min cadence for females
was 40.8, 57.0, 67.8, 78.3, and 96.2 for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth quintiles, respectively.
bMean: geometric mean values for all the variables except SBP and DBP were covariate adjusted for age (yr) and race.
cn: sample size range.
dHOMA-IR: calculated as fasting insulin {[(KUImLj1) � [fasting glucose (mmolILj1)] / 22.5}.
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participants in the third and fourth quintiles for steps per day
(Table 2; Figure, Supplemental Digital Content 1, scatterplot
displaying linear trends for insulin, http://links.lww.com/
MSS/A764), who achieved less than the popularized 10,000
steps per day but still displayed favorable values for several
of the cardiometabolic risk factors. A fundamentally similar
pattern was also observed in %TZC (Table 4; Figure, Sup-
plemental Digital Content 1, scatterplot displaying linear
trends for insulin, http://links.lww.com/MSS/A764); however,
due the nature of variable, quintiles 1–3 were associated
with clinical favorable values, as these correspond to a lower
percentage of the day spent in sedentary behavior. These
findings have important implications for public health and
provide additional evidence-based support for the recommen-
dation that ‘‘some physical activity is better than none,’’ as
stated in the 2008 physical activity guidelines for Americans
(40). Simply put, small increases in the volume (steps per
day) and intensity (peak 30-min cadence expressed in steps
per minute) of physical activity across the day and decreased
amount of sedentary time (%TZC) are associated with clini-
cally favorable values for a wide range of cardiometabolic
risk factors.

Within the extant literature, sedentary time has been de-
fined by a variety of objectively measured metrics, including
time spent at G100 (20) or G150 (16) activity counts per
minute and time spent at zero cadence (41). It is important to
note that all of the aforementioned metrics are related to
accelerometer-determined wear time, which can be empirically

demonstrated via the strong correlations apparent between
each metric and accelerometer wear time in this investigation
(e.g., r = 0.577 between time at zero cadence and wear time
and r = 0.401 between time G100 activity counts per minute
and wear time). Not surprisingly, several studies have dem-
onstrated that varying the minimum wear time requirement
while defining a ‘‘valid’’ day of accelerometer data can sub-
stantially affect estimates of sedentary time (11,12). As an
illustrative example using data from the 2005 to 2006
NHANES, Herrmann et al. (12) previously reported that de-
creasing the minimum accelerometer-determined wear time
requirement from 14 to 10 hIdj1 reduced estimates of sed-
entary time (defined in this case by G100 activity counts
per minute) by 30%. In light of these results, time-based
comparisons of sedentary time with varying definitions of a
valid day (e.g., 10 vs 14 hIdj1), or with different mean values
of accelerometer-determined wear time, may lead to spurious
observations of significant differences in sedentary timewhich
are largely attributable to discrepant wear time estimates. To
address this issue, previous analyses have sought to incorpo-
rate statistical adjustments for accelerometer-determined wear
time, or to present sedentary time metrics in relative terms as a
proportion of accelerometer wear time (10). These analytic
strategies inherently assume that sedentary time during wear
and nonwear times are similar (15). It remains unknown
whether this is a tenable assumption; however, Herrmann et al.
(12) reported that the mean proportion of daily sedentary
time (relative to wear time) remained relatively stable across

TABLE 4. Mean (95% CI) for selected variables with percent time at zero cadence quintiles for male and female 20+ yr old from NHANES 2005–2006.

%TZC Quintilesa

LinearFirst Quintile Second Quintile Third Quintile Fourth Quintile Fifth Quintile

Men Meanb (95% CI)
nc 164–345 149–345 160–345 169–345 156–345
Waist circumference, cm 99.0 (96.9–101.2) 99.6 (96.6–102.6) 98.0 (95.6–100.6) 99.7 (97.1–102.4) 102.2 (100.3–104.2) 0.0307
Weight, kg 83.1 (80.1–86.2) 84.4 (80.6–88.3) 83.1 (80.2–86.1) 85.0 (81.7–88.3) 87.1 (84.2–90.2) 0.0094
BMI, kgImj2 27.8 (27.3–28.4) 28.3 (27.2–29.5) 27.6 (26.8–28.5) 28.2 (27.1–29.3) 28.6 (27.8–29.4) 0.1373
SBP, mm Hg 125.1 (123.2–127.0) 126.4 (124.7–128.1) 125.2 (122.8–127.7) 124.9 (123.2–126.6) 125.1 (122.8–127.3) 0.6656
DBP, mm Hg 71.2 (69.5–72.9) 73.5 (71.2–75.9) 71.9 (70.1–73.6) 71.6 (69.4–73.7) 70.4 (68.6–72.2) 0.1312
Glucose, mgIdLj1 103.8 (100.0–107.8) 104.7 (101.5–108.0) 104.0 (100.8–107.3) 108.6 (105.0–112.3) 105.2 (101.6–109.0) 0.2013
Insulin, KUImLj1 8.2 (7.2–9.3) 9.8 (8.4–11.5) 9.2 (7.8–10.9) 10.8 (8.8–13.3) 12.0 (10.1–14.1) 0.0015
HOMA-IRd 2.1 (1.8–2.4) 2.5 (2.1–3.0) 2.4 (2.0–2.8) 2.9 (2.3–3.6) 3.1 (2.6–3.7) 0.0010
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 49.4 (47.1–51.7) 47.3 (45.7–48.9) 47.8 (45.7–49.9) 45.3 (43.7–47.0) 45.3 (43.5–47.2) 0.0070
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 120.7 (106.1–137.3) 126.0 (111.2–142.6) 144.3 (123.5–168.6) 136.9 (118.2–158.5) 146.4 (129.2–165.8) 0.0183
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 0.17 (0.13–0.23) 0.18 (0.15–0.21) 0.17 (0.14–0.20) 0.17 (0.15–0.19) 0.21 (0.17–0.25) 0.3222
Glycohemoglobin, % 5.62 (5.53–5.71) 5.62 (5.50–5.74) 5.56 (5.48–5.65) 5.60 (5.51–5.69) 5.66 (5.54–5.77) 0.5733

Women
nc 148–333 147–333 139–332 143–333 143–332
Waist circumference, cm 94.8 (92.6–97.1) 94.8 (92.6–97.1) 93.6 (91.4–95.8) 94.8 (92.1–97.6) 95.8 (93.5–98.1) 0.1486
Weight, kg 73.9 (71.3–76.6) 70.6 (69.0–72.2) 72.7 (70.4–75.1) 73.5 (70.5–76.7) 72.9 (70.0–75.9) 0.8251
BMI, kgImj2 29.0 (28.1–30.0) 27.7 (27.2–28.3) 28.2 (27.5–29.0) 28.7 (27.5–29.9) 28.7 (27.8–29.6) 0.8028
SBP, mm Hg 125.7 (123.5–127.9) 122.4 (119.9–125.0) 121.0 (119.1–123.0) 124.9 (122.4–127.3) 123.6 (121.0–126.3) 0.6253
DBP, mm Hg 70.9 (68.9–72.9) 70.0 (68.5–71.5) 69.3 (67.6–70.9) 69.8 (67.9–71.7) 69.1 (67.5–70.7) 0.1356
Glucose, mgIdLj1 105.1 (100.1–110.3) 104.1 (99.9–108.4) 101.0 (96.5–105.8) 102.7 (99.9–105.7) 105.1 (101.4–109.1) 0.8045
Insulin, KUImLj1 7.6 (6.6–8.7) 8.6 (7.1–10.4) 8.9 (7.5–10.4) 9.2 (8.0–10.7) 11.7 (9.9–13.9) 0.0028
HOMA-IRd 2.0 (1.7–2.3) 2.2 (1.8–2.7) 2.2 (1.9–2.6) 2.3 (2.0–2.7) 3.0 (2.5–3.6) 0.0034
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 58.5 (55.7–61.4) 57.5 (55.3–59.7) 56.7 (55.1–58.4) 56.6 (54.5–58.8) 54.9 (53.0–56.9) 0.0438
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 99.4 (89.8–110.0) 108.2 (97.4–120.2) 104.3 (94.9–114.6) 104.7 (94.5–116.0) 128.3 (112.9–145.9) 0.0315
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 0.22 (0.17–0.29) 0.21 (0.16–0.27) 0.20 (0.17–0.23) 0.23 (0.20–0.27) 0.28 (0.25–0.32) 0.1201
Glycohemoglobin, % 5.60 (5.49–5.72) 5.55 (5.48–5.63) 5.56 (5.50–5.62) 5.55 (5.52–5.58) 5.57 (5.46.5.68) 0.5328

aMedian % time at zero cadence for male was 17.6, 26.8, 34.1, 40.6, and 51.0 for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth quintiles, respectively. Median % time at zero cadence for
females was 19.9, 27.1, 32.9, 39.0, and 47.6 for the first, second, third, fourth, and fifth quintiles, respectively.
bMean: geometric mean values for all the variables except SBP and DBP were covariate adjusted for age (yr) and race.
cn: sample size range.
dHOMA-IR: calculated as fasting insulin {[(KUImLj1) � [fasting glucose (mmolILj1)] / 22.5}.
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varying definitions of a valid day (proportion of sedentary time
at 14 h—54.9%, 13 h—54.5%, 12 h—54.3%, 11 h—54.2%,
and 10 h—54.0%). To be clear, absolute wear time did little to
affect variability of computed proportion of sedentary time
when it was considered relative to wear time. Therefore,
because our volume and intensity metrics herein were step
based, and zero cadence is consistent with sedentary time (41),
we selected a consistent step-based metric to capture sedentary
time relative to wear time.

Although steps per day and peak 30-min cadence were
highly correlated (Spearman correlation 9 0.80), results
herein indicated that each measure seemed to provide unique
contributions when predicting cardiometabolic outcomes.
Interestingly, cardiometabolic associations were strongest
with steps per day among men, whereas peak 30-min ca-
dence was more strongly associated with cardiometabolic
outcomes in women. Previous longitudinal analyses have
indicated that self-reported walking speed (a marker of
physical activity intensity) was more important than walking
volume in reducing risks for heart failure and metabolic
syndrome (17,26). However, comparisons of these findings
with results presented here are problematic because of the
discrepant physical activity assessment measures used (self-
report questionnaire vs accelerometer). %TZC seemed to be
less strongly associated with cardiometabolic measures than
steps per day and peak 30-min cadence when considered
collectively in multivariable regression models; however,
%TZC remained a significant predictor of BMI, triglycerides,
and glycohemoglobin in women. Analyses among adults
using metrics similar to peak 30-min cadence and %TZC have
indicated that sedentary time is independently associated with
fasting insulin, 2-h plasma glucose, HOMA-IR, HDL cho-
lesterol, and triglycerides after adjustment for time spent in
moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (5). However, we are
unaware of any other published studies that collectively ex-
amined the associations of various cardiometabolic outcomes
with volume (steps per day) and intensity (peak 30-min ca-
dence) step-based physical activity, as well as time spent in
nonmovement (%TZC). Further research elucidating the in-
dependent and collective relationships of these measures with
longitudinal outcomes remain needed.

This study has several strengths, including the use of a
large nationally representative sample (NHANES) and use
of objectively measured PAM (waist-worn accelerometer)
data. This study also has some limitations to acknowledge.

TABLE 5. Spearman_s correlations between physical activity volume (steps per day), intensity
(peak 30-min cadence; steps per minute), and sedentary behavior (%TZC) and
cardiometabolic risk factors.

na

Spearman_s Q

Steps
per Day

Peak 30-min
Cadence %TZC (%)b

Men
Waist circumference, cm 1685 j0.25 j0.24 0.14
Weight, kg 1725 j0.16 j0.15 0.10
BMI, kgImj2 1725 j0.17 j0.18 0.06
SBP, mm of Hg 1670 j0.15 j0.12 0.08
DBP, mm of Hg 1662 0.03 0.02 j0.04
Glucose, mgIdLj1 806 j0.20 j0.17 0.16
Insulin, KUImLj1 799 j0.22 j0.15 0.12
HOMA-IRb 799 j0.25 j0.18 0.14
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 1667 0.13 0.11 j0.07
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 801 j0.13 j0.08 0.11
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 1668 j0.24 j0.28 0.10
Glycohemoglobin, % 1662 j0.22 j0.22 0.10

Women
Waist circumference, cm 1630 j0.28 j0.35 0.08
Weight, kg 1663 j0.16 j0.24 0.02
BMI, kgImj2 1663 j0.21 j0.29 0.02
SBP, mm of Hg 1598 j0.21 j0.26 0.07
DBP, mm of Hg 1588 0.03 j0.02 j0.03
Glucose, mgIdLj1 741 j0.21 j0.26 0.04
Insulin, KUImLj1 721 j0.32 j0.34 0.17
HOMA-IRc 720 j0.34 j0.36 0.16
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 1583 0.11 0.14 j0.03
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 728 j0.29 j0.32 0.17
C-reactive protein, mgIdLj1 1591 j0.19 j0.22 0.08
Glycohemoglobin, % 1599 j0.23 j0.26 0.07

an: sample size.
b%TZC, percent time at zero cadence.
cHOMA-IR: calculated as fasting insulin {[(KUImLj1) � [fasting glucose (mmolILj1)] /22.5}.

TABLE 6. Multiple regression analyses for censored steps per day, peak 30-min cadence, and percent of time at zero cadence (%TZC) with each cardiometabolic outcome.

Intercept Censored Steps per Daya Peak 30-min Cadence %TZC

B0 (SE) B1 (SE) VIF B2 (SE) VIF B3 (SE) VIF Pb

Men
BMI, kgImj2 3.48 (0.03) j0.0080 (0.0021)* 3.29 j0.0008 (0.0004)* 2.12 j0.0009 (0.0005) 1.84 G0.001
SBP, mm Hg 131.05 (2.31) j0.6012 (0.1742)* 3.27 j0.0225 (0.0307) 2.10 j0.0310 (0.0412) 1.84 G0.001
Glucose, mgIdLj1 4.72 (0.04) j0.0085 (0.0028)* 3.12 j0.0002 (0.0005) 2.06 j0.0002 (0.0007) 1.77 G0.001
Insulin, KUImLj1 2.60 (0.16) j0.0490 (0.0114)* 3.10 0.0004 (0.0021) 2.03 j0.0017 (0.0028) 1.79 G0.001
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 3.75 (0.04) 0.0074 (0.0030)* 3.27 0.0005 (0.0005) 2.09 0.0002 (0.0007) 1.85 G0.001
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 4.90 (0.13) j0.0283 (0.0092)* 3.10 0.0023 (0.0017) 2.03 0.0007 (0.0022) 1.78 G0.001
Glycohemoglobin, % 1.79 (0.02) j0.0032 (0.0015)* 3.27 j0.0010 (0.0003)* 2.11 j0.0001 (0.0004) 1.84 G0.001

Women
BMI, kgImj2 3.69 (0.03) j0.0039 (0.0034) 3.60 j0.0034 (0.0004)* 2.74 j0.0028 (0.0007)* 1.57 G0.001
SBP, mm Hg 136.10 (2.93) 0.4720 (0.2907) 3.59 j0.2749 (0.0379)* 2.72 0.0604 (0.0569) 1.59 G0.001
Glucose, mgIdLj1 4.78 (0.04) j0.0066 (0.0048) 3.72 j0.0014 (0.0006)* 2.87 j0.0010 (0.0009) 1.55 G0.001
Insulin, KUImLj1 2.68 (0.15) j0.0498 (0.0164)* 3.64 j0.0053 (0.0021)* 2.82 0.0022 (0.0030) 1.53 G0.001
HDL cholesterol, mgIdLj1 3.87 (0.04) 0.0066 (0.0040) 3.57 0.0014 (0.0005)* 2.74 0.0012 (0.0008) 1.55 G0.001
Triglyceride, mgIdLj1 4.97 (0.11) j0.0097 (0.0117) 3.62 j0.0054 (0.0015)* 2.79 0.0044 (0.0022)* 1.54 G0.001
Glycohemoglobin, % 1.80 (0.02) j0.0033 (0.0018) 3.58 j0.0010 (0.0002)* 2.75 j0.0007 (0.0003)* 1.56 G0.001

VIF, variance inflation factor. Dependent variables in all regression models were transformed using the natural logarithm (ln) except SBP.
aCensored steps per day were divided by 1000.
bSignificance of F test associated with overall regression model.
*Significant at P G 0.05.
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These are cross-sectional data, and as such, the ability to
make causal conclusions is limited. An obvious potential
confounder in the apparent relationships between the different
step-based metrics and the evaluated cardiometabolic out-
comes is body mass/composition, itself a cardiometabolic risk
factor. Because there are few people with high body mass/
composition with also relatively high steps per day, high peak
30-min cadence, or low %TZC, it is difficult to attribute the
seeming effects cataloged in Tables 2 through 5 exclusively
(or at all) to these movement/nonmovement dimensions.

CONCLUSIONS

Collectively, this assemblage of data adds to the body of
evidence supporting the important role of physical activity
for reducing cardiometabolic risk by providing a useful
classification of associations organized across organic dis-
tribution parameters natural to each of the selected movement/
nonmovement dimensions. As such, these data also offer a set
of quantified access points for researchers/clinicians studying
the potential dose–response effects of each of these di-
mensions separately or collectively in longitudinal observa-
tional or intervention study designs. At face value, it is quite
apparent that these distinct yet overlapping dimensions of
movement/nonmovement are related in multifarious ways to
an array of cardiometabolic risk factors. In addition, it is im-
portant to consider, even without an acceptable method of
statistical proof, the complex and interactive effects of these
small-to-moderate improvements in cardiometabolic outcomes

on overall health; we should not dismiss these effects simply
by a judgment of their seemingly small magnitude or nonsig-
nificant P values. Rather, it is important to consider the mul-
tiplicity of effects, which may compound on one another and
act in concert to achieve minimal clinically important differ-
ences in these cardiometabolic risk factors, ultimately leading
to improved health outcomes.

These findings are also pertinent to the general popula-
tion, particularly users of commercial PAM. Moving for-
ward, PAM devices and their software developers might
consider presenting these step-related movement/nonmovement
dimensions in an integrated way, e.g., a total movement score
that encompasses the whole spectrum and pattern of movement/
nonmovement for 24 h. Providing the end user with feedback
on these movement/nonmovement dimensions and their as-
sociation with cardiometabolic risk factors, e.g., waist cir-
cumference, insulin, and C-reactive protein, may also provide
additional motivation to improve/maintain physical activity
accordingly.
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